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1. Introduction 
Let A denote the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, ExtA(ZZ) its cohomology, and hi the 
nonzero element of Extfi2’(hz). Inspection of Tangora’s tables [6) leads one to 
conjecture that hi is acted upon faithfully by Exta(Zt) until the relation hi-ihi =O. 
Conjecture 1.1. If a f 0 E Ext2f(ZZ) for 0 -C t -s < 2’-’ - 1, then ahi # 0. 
Our main result is that the qualitative content of this conjecture is true, although 
our results are not this sharp. We show that the hi are acted on faithfully by portions 
of ExtA(Z2) which increase with i. Alternatively, every nonzero element of ExtA(&) 
is acted upon nontrivially by hi for i sufficiently large. 
A simply stated, albeit weakened, form of our main result is the following. 
Theorem 1.2. If cx # 0 E Ext~‘(&) for 4 G t -s G 2’, then ahi # 0 for all i 2 2j + 1. 
Thus we require the subscript in hi to be roughly twice as large as the conjectured 
minimal value. 
In Section 3 we consider the subalgebra H of ExtA(&) generated by the hi’s. We 
conjecture that all relations in H are obtained from the Steenrod operations Sq’ 
acting on the relations hohl and hohl, and give what we conjecture to be a complete 
set of relations. We give a nice inductive description of H if this conjecture is true and 
use the results and methods of Section 2 to show that many of these conjectured 
elements are nonzero. 
The author wishes to acknowledge significant contributions to this work by Mark 
Mahowald and Frank Adams. Mahowald mentioned Conjecture 1.1 to the author in 
1976. A (successful) attempt to prove Theorem 1.2 led to the contribution of 
Mahowald and the author to the work of W.H. Lin [4]. Our interest in Theorem 1.2 
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was stimulated by our work on vi-periodicity [3; 3.10(i)]. If H”( ) denotes the stable 
Hopf invariant in ExtA(iZt) and 9 denotes a known family of elements in ExtA(&), 
one might define a new family as {H’(ohi) : i large, a E 9). Theorem 1.2 provides an 
essential ingredient to this study-that ahi be nonzero for i large. The proof of 
Theorem 1.2 presented here is based upon one given by Adams. 
2. Faithful action on h, 
Let A, denote the subalgebra of A generated by Sq’, . . . , Sq*‘. A stronger version 
of Theorem 1.2 is the following. 
Theorem 2.1. If (Y E Exty(Hz) has nonzero reduction to Ext>t(&) and 2’~ 
(2 ‘+* - 1)~ -t + 1, then ahi # 0. 
Proof. As in [4], let P = &[x, x-‘1 with Sq’x’ = (3~~‘~ for any integer j. There is an 
isomorphism 
Ext%,Y,(XP) = @I Ext:,*(X*‘+*‘&). 
iCZ 
This was the key idea of [4], but was not stated there as a numbered result. It follows 
from Lemmas 1.3 and 1.6 of that paper, and is dual to an isomorphism stated midway 
through the proof of [4; 1.11. This isomorphism implies that a + ,Z12i_1 is a nonzero 
element of Ext>Efi(XP). 
Let PI = fi*(RP”), which is the submodule of P consisting of terms of positive 
degree. If PO= P/PI, then ExtA,+,(ZPo) may be calculated from a spectral sequence 
beginning with ejsl ExtA,+, (.Z’&). The May spectral sequence (see [6]) implies that 
Ext:y+,(&) = 0 if q > (2r+2 - l)p, so that Ext::+,(I;P’) = 0 if q > (2’** - 1)p + 1. Since 
t + 2’ > (2’+* - 1)s + 1, the exact sequence in Ext,.,,+I( ) induced by 0 --, PI + P + P” -+ 
0 implies that a - 2 12i_i is nonzero in Ext>zt’(_XPi). 
The Adem relations easily imply that the function EP1 If A//A, defined by 
cp(JCx’) = [Sqi+i] is a homomorphism of A ,+i-modules. Here A//A, denotes the 
elements of positive degree and [Sq”‘] denotes the equivalence class (possible 0) in 
the quotient module. rp* : Ext,.,,+,(A//A,) * Exta,+,(XP1) sends 1sq(25 ~Xl~~_~.Thus 
a * 1~~29 is nonzero in ExtA,+,(A//A,) and h ence also in Ext,_,(A//A,). The theorem 
now follows from the exact sequence 
Ext :‘+2i(A//A,)-, Ext>‘+*‘(A//A,) : Ext~+‘.‘+2’(&)r 
since G(lsq&= hi and the first group is Ext%,+*‘(Z2)=0 by the vanishing line 
argument of the previous paragraph. 
Since Ext%(&)-,Ext>~(E2) is an isomorphism for t--s < 2’** - 1, we may 
immediately deduce the following. 
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Corollary 2.2. Let p(m) denote the smallest 2-power > m. If CY # 0 E Extz(&), then 
ahi+Oif 2’>(2p(t_s+l)-1)X-t+l. 
Theorem 1.2 follows from Corollary 2.2 once we observe that s ~2~~’ if 
4<t-SS2’. 
We give in Table 2.3 for t-s 6 13 the results implied by our theorems. 
Table 2.3 
ahi#Oforia 
a S t 1.2 2.2 2.1 actual 
hl 1 2 * 3 3 3 
h: 2 4 * 4 4 3 
hz 1 4 5 4 4 4 
ho& 2 5 5 5 5 4 
h:hz 3 6 6 6 4 
h: 2 8 ; 5 5 4 
CO 3 11 7 7 6 4 
h,co 4 13 9 7 6 4 
Phi 5 14 9 8 6 5 
Ph: 6 16 9 8 7 5 
Ph2 5 16 9 8 6 5 
Phohz 6 17 9 8 7 5 
Ph:h2 7 18 9 8 7 5 
h3 1 8 7 5 5 5 
hohx 2 9 7 6 6 5 
hihx 3 10 7 7 7 5 
hih3 4 11 7 7 7 5 
h,h3 2 10 7 6 6 5 
h:h3 3 12 9 7 7 5 
Our estimates for all elements with s = 2 may be improved to best possible by using 
the stronger vanishing line Ext:f(Zz) = 0 if t > 2’+l . The significance of our results is 
that they hold for elements far beyond the range in which calculations have been 
made. 
Inspection of the charts of [6] also leads one to state the following. 
Conjecture 2.4. Zf a # 0 E Ext?(ZJ for 0 < t -s < 2’-’ - 2, then ah t f 0. 
This conjecture says that the first relation on h f is h f_Jh f. We have not been able 
to prove even a qualitative version of this conjecture. 
3. The subalgebra If 
Proposition 3.1. The following elements are 0 in ExtA(ZZ). They are all obtainable 
from hohI and h,h: by using the squaring operations Sqr. 
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hi’hi+l (i a2); hi’hf+,, high?+39 h,hi+l, hih?+z, hih?+,* 
hfhi+z+hj+l, hFhf+x, hfh!+, (i=O). 
Remark. The relation h!+l is derivable from these as hi+t(hfhi+z +h!+l). 
Proof. Liulevicius [5] was perhaps the first to note that there are squaring operations 
Sq’ : Ext2’(&) + Extr”*‘(Zz) which satisfy 
(i) Sq’cu = 0 if a E Extk” with k < i, 
(ii) Sqkcw = CY* if LY E Extk*‘, 
(iii) Sq’(@) =x Sq’cr * Sqi-‘/3, 
(iv) Sq”hi = hi+l. 
The relations hoh 1 = 0 and hohi = 0 were established in [l]. Applying (Sq’)’ increases 
all subscripts by i. hih,+h:, hihi, and hohi are obtained as Sq’(hohI), Sq’(h,h:), 
and ho * Sq”SqoSq’(hohl). We also have 
h;‘hi+l = Sq2’-’ . . * Sq4Sq2Sq’(hoh1) if i 2 2, 
h:‘h;+, = Sq*‘-’ - - . Sq2Sq’(hoh:), 
h;‘h;+, = Sqzi-’ * - * Sq’(hoh:), 
and hthi = Sq*(hoh:). 
Conjecture 3.2. The relations listed in Proposition 3.1 are a complete set of relations 
for the subalgebra H of ExtA(H2, Z2) generated by the hi’s; i.e. His &[ho, hl, . . .]/I 
where I is the ideal generated by the elements listed in Proposition 3.1. 
Two nice inductive descriptions of this algebra Q = Z2[ho, hl, . . .]/I can be given. 
Description 3.3. For j 3 0 let Vi denote the elements of Q with t-s sj. Let 
U-2=CJ_~=Uo={h6:i~O}.Then 
Q = UoO{hf, hf, hS}O@ {hi+12 hf+2, h:+J} * L/2,-J/h;‘. 
ia 
This description is only valid as a vector space. It fails to describe the relations 
h:hi+z= hf+l. It incorporates nicely the way in which each initial segment of U 
occurs three times. See for example Fig. 3.1. Of course, these also occur as subsets of 
longer initial segments. 
Description 3.4. Let S-r = SO=T_,=TO={h~},T1={h~,,hI},S1={hb,h~,h~},and 
T2 = {h;, hl, h:, h2, hoh2, hihz = h:}. For i 3 2, let 
Si = Ti@(Ti_,/hz'-*) . hf ?;+I =S, @Gi-l/ha’) * hi,*. 
Then Q = b S, = lim Z. - 
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sTi,iL b - - 
I--s 
15 62 189 
Fig. 3.1. 
This description incorporates nicely the way in which Q is generated by {hi, hf}. 
That many of the elements of Q are nonzero in H is implied by Theorem 2.1 (and 
the strengthening when s = 2 mentioned after Table 2.3). However some elements 
such as hih2h4, hihzh5, and hih3h5 are not easily handled by our methods. Also, the 
elements h6h r for E = 1, 2,3 are not handled by Theorem 2.1. However, a proof in 
the spirit of this paper for the elements hhhi is now presented. 
Proposition 3.5. ht’-‘h,+l is ncmzer~ in ExtA(ZZ). 
Proof. Consider the homomorphisms 
ExtA(m) 5 Ext,,(A//A,) : Ext~,WV, 
where cp is as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. The composite sends h&t-q to 
hh . .Z12~+l_,. But Ext,,(Ur) is easily calculated to be as given in Fig. 3.2 (e.g. [2; 
3.4(i)]). Thus I$‘-’ ,Y121+1_r #O. The proposition now follows from the fact that 
Extf;‘(m) --, Ext>+“’ 
S., 
 (A,,A ) 
A 0= 
Ext 
I.* 
tz(;2) is injective in r--s ~-0 since its kernel is 
Ao 2. 
4 8 12 16 
Fig. 3.2. 
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